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The Retwine Review
For some parts of the country, fuel prices are currently at record levels - another additional cost that
businesses have to contend with and a likely rationale behind the 3.9% increase in courier freight
costs that will come into effect 1 July. CRC have also increased their prices across the board by
1.9% this became effective from 1st of May. On a brighter note CRC - Ados have introduced a new
product Stuff Off to their range which we have highlighted in this flyer.

Regentex® Canvas
A dyed waterproofed canvas in roll lengths of
approximately 50m. A 52%/48% Polyester and
Cotton blended fabric, woven as Rip Stop. The
cotton content ensures breathability while the
polyester content gives the fabric its strength.
Available in 15oz, 18oz and 24oz Blue, Green
and Natural
CVR_ _ _ _

Wool Lining Natural
500 gsm
160cm Wide 30m Roll. New Zealand made.
Polyester carrier of 124gsm.
Available in Natural and White
HCWL5N/W

VELCRO®
Brand Auto-Loop
38mm White 91.44m Roll
Specifically designed for use on a vehicle
where the hook component is bonded to the
seat.
FAVSAL38WT
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Hessian 18oz 183cm wide
An open weave natural fabric made from jute fibres.
Used in the furniture industry for antique work and
decorative wall covering.

Specials

CVHS

Toptarp®
Ripstop 680
Plus FR 320cm
Royal Blue
Dark Green
Grey
PVTTRFR

Jute Canvas 20oz 92cm
Woven & Unproofed. Used for cow and calf covers,
hotmix covers, wind breaks, welding screens and
camp stretchers. Approx 100m bolts or 300m bales.
CVJT

Webtex® Seatbelt
Webbing 50mm
Black WEWPYSB50BK

Ados Stuff Off
Adhesive & Paint
Remover 500ml
A powerful remover that is
designed to soften or dissolve
most adhesives and paints
as well as uncured laminating
resins and uncured sealants.
The gel formula clings to the
surface making it also ideal
for vertical applications. It also
removes paint spills, graffiti,
inks and grease.

Green WEWPYSB50GR

NEW
Self Piercing
Eyelets
F806-SP4 Brass 500 Pack
CF8SP4

Plain Washers
F806-SP4A Brass 500 Pack
CF8SP4A

ADASO

*Specials are for the month of June 2018 and whilst stocks last. Prices are Trade and ex warehouses and are exclusive of GST.

